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YOUR SOLUTIONS PROVIDER:

MANUFACTURER & FABRICATOR
Weatherproof Enclosures • Turnkey Solutions • Fixed & Mobile Solar Platforms • Connectivity
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MANUFACTURER & FABRICATOR:

WHO WE ARE

With 8+ years of professional experience in designing and manufacturing enclosures and turnkey
weatherproof solutions, ArmorLogix is dedicated to offering the highest quality outdoor enclosures,
power platforms (solar and shore), and customized solutions to secure, house and protect your equipment.

THE TEAM
ArmorLogix employs a staff of highly educated
professionals, who are here to help daily. With
leading technical sales advice, design services,
manufacturing and fabrication specialists, as
well as skilled account managers who have
extensive training on each of our products and
services, rest assured that you will get exactly
the product and solution you need for every job.

8+ YEAR HISTORY
For the past 8 years, ArmorLogix has brought innovative and
cutting edge solutions to the market for our network of Clients
and Resellers across the entire nation. Founded in 2013, we had
a single focus of providing the best weatherproof enclosures
possible. Today, not only does ArmorLogix set the gold standard
for weatherproof enclosures, but we have multiple lines of
products in solar platforms, turnkey solutions, and more!
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DESIGNED TO YOUR SPECIFICATIONS:

EXPRESS CUSTOMIZATION
Our rugged weatherproof enclosures are also available with a wide
variety of options such as the addition of heating or cooling, PoE
interfaces, wireless bridges, cellular modems, and more.

NEMA ENCLOSURES FOR EVERY APPLICATION
ArmorLogix’s dedicated team of fabrication specialists and engineers
are easily able to build custom solutions for the ArmorLogix NEMA 3 and
NEMA 4 weatherproof enclosures based on your specific needs.

NOT THE RIGHT SIZE? WE CUSTOMIZE!
We are also able to manufacture custom sized weatherproof enclosures with
specific features, such as a door that opens down instead of out, a double
sided sun shield, and enclosures that are built to specific dimensions.

CUSTOMIZE YOUR SOLUTION

Contact an ArmorLogix Account Manager today to help you
design and create your next project.
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Same Day Shipping

WEATHERPROOF SOLUTIONS:

INSTALLER’S PROJECTS
All across the nation, customers trust ArmorLogix to protect
their assets. Take a look to see how professionals like you
utilize our weatherproof enclosures on their projects.
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